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The GeoFlow-Experiment on International Space Station (ISS):
Research on Thermal Convective Flows in a Spherical Gap under 
influence of a Central Force Field

1. Introduction and Previous Works

Research on thermal convection in spherical gap flows is a suitable model in
geophysical fluid dynamics. Instabilities provide details for understanding
large scale geophysical flows as e.g. convective phenomena in Earth’s outer
core.

Yavorskaya et al. (1) discussed the fluid flow analogy of spherical gap
flow model in atmospheric motion and convection in core regions of gasous
planets in theory. Microgravity research on convective flow stability in a
spherical shell system was realised by Hart et al. who did experiments on
board a NASA Space Shuttle in 1985 and in a reflight campaign in 1995 (cf.
(2) and (3)). The experiment set-up consisted of a rotating hemispherical shell
system with the possibility to apply a radial as well as a latitudinal tempera-
ture gradient, i.e. Equator-to-Pole temperature difference. Gravity was mod-
elled by imposing a central electric field. The observed flow pattern was
visualised by applying Schlieren technique and the experimental results were
compared with 3D nonlinear simulations.

Use of central force fields as artifical gravity is in geophysical analogy re-
garding for example Earth’s outer core as discussed by Früh (4) and also by
Beltrame (5) who concluded that the essential character of the flow is cap-
tured even if the power law of artifical gravity due to central force field does
not agree with acceleration due to gravity in earth.

The GeoFlow experiment focus on thermal-driven flows influenced by a
central force field in a rotating full spherical gap model. Regarding fluid dy-
namics, the aim is to investigate the stability of flow states, pattern formation
and transition to turbulence in viscous incompressible fluids. But research in
spherical gap flows is also of interest in technical applications as understand-
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ing and controlling of such flows can be useful for e.g. pump systems, etc. As
the central force field is realised by an electro-hydrodynamic force, in partic-
ular the dielectrophoretic effect, the study can also bring some new results in
electro-viscous phenomena and in fluid transport applications.

Fig. 1: Chart of the location of the scientific team members as space industry involved in the pro-
ject (EADS Astrium, Friedrichshafen, Germany; MARS, Naples, Italy; E-USOC, Madrid, Spain)
and the Space Agencies which fund the project (ESA, Noordwijk, The Netherlands; DLR, Bonn,
Germany).

To eliminate the unidirectional acceleration due to gravity on earth, these
long-time experiments require microgravity environment. GeoFlow therefore
is going to take place in the Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL) of Columbus Or-
bital Facility (COF). Launch of the GeoFlow Experiment Container and COF
is scheduled to 6th December 2007. Experimental research can probably start-
ed in early January 2008 after comissioning of COF and FSL.

The overall preparatory research program comprises work packages as
development of hard- and software as well as preparative experimental and
numerical investigations. While experiments are performed using the Science
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Reference Model in the laboratory at BTU Cottbus and also in the laborato-
ries of industrial partners, the experiment hardware is built and verified by in-
dustry. Numerical investigations and bifurcation analysis are performed by
European research groups from France, United Kingdom and Germany which
are members of the GeoFlow Topical Team (cf. fig. 1). These studies focus
on preparation of the experiment design and on the observable parameter
space by flow states simulations and on linear stability analysis and bifurca-
tion analysis (cf. (6) – (12)).

2. Experiment Preparation

Fig. 2: Sketch of the experimental set-up (left) and Science Reference Model (right).

The set-up consists of an inner sphere made and two outer glass shells. Sili-
cone oil is used as working fluid. In the research cavity a temperature differ-
ence is realised by heating the interior sphere and cooling the fluid in the outer
gap between the outer glass shells using temperature-controlled fluid circuits
filled also with silicone oil. The experiment cell is mounted on a rotating tray
which allows for solid body rotation (cf. fig. 2). A central force field which
acts on the experiment fluid is generated by applying an alternating high volt-
age field, Vrms, between the inner sphere and the inner glass shell.

While the Coulomb force does not affect the fluid due to high frequency
alternation, the dielectrophoretic effect results in central force field and acts
as ponderomotive force due to the geometrically inhomogenous electrical
field. Table 1 shows geometric and dynamic parameters of the model as phys-
ical properties of the working fluid.
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Tab. 1: Experiment parameters

Regarding dimensionless parameters, the Taylor number Ta is proportional to
the rotation rate Ω, Ta~Ω2. While in natural convection phenomena (i.e. in
GeoFlow case Vrms=0 kV) the Rayleigh number Ra often denotes the temper-
ature difference, in GeoFlow this parameter is called the central Rayleigh
number Racentral which is proportional not only to the temperature difference
∆T but also to the acceleration due to central force field, gE, Racen-
tral~(∆T*gE). As gE is proportional to ((Vrms)2*r-5), it follows that Racen-

a) geometric dimensions of the research cavity
Inner radius ri 13.5 mm

Outer radius ro 27.0 mm

Gap width ri-ro 13.5 mm

Radius ratio η = ri/ro

b) variable experiment parameter
Rotation rate Ω 0-2 Hz
High voltage Vrms 0-10 kV

Temperature difference ∆T 0-10 K
c) physical properties of the working fluid
Type Silicone oil
Density ρ 0.92 g/cm^3
Kinematic viscosity ν 5*10-6 m^2/s
Thermal conductivity λ 0.116 W/(K*m)
Thermal Diffusivity κ 7.735*10-8 m^2/s
Cubic exp coeff α 108*10-5 1/K
Dielectric Constant εr 2.7

Therm. Coeff. of εr 1.07*10-3 1/K
d) dimensionless parameters
Taylor number Ta Ta ≤ 1.3*107

Central Rayleigh number Racentral Racentral ≤ 1.4*105

Prandtl number Pr Pr = 64.64
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tral~(∆T*(Vrms)
2*r-5). While acceleration due to gravity is approx. 10 m/s2 on

earth‘s surface, the largest value of acceleration due to high voltage field is
approx. 10-1 m/s2 at r=ro, ro as outer radius of the research cavity, and
Vrms=10 kV. Table 1 shows values of Ta and Racentral, resp. The Prandtl num-
ber Pr reflects physical properties of the working fluid, Pr=ν/κ. The Rayleigh
number Ra is used here only when natural convection phenomena are inves-
tigated in preparatory work.

Fig. 3: Sketch of the WSI set-up at BTU-Laboratory. Q=Laser, L=Lens, ST=Beam Separation,
US=90° mirror, AO=Adaption Optics, EM=Science Reference Model, W=Wollaston prism,
PO=Polarisator, K=CCD Camera, g=gravity vector.

Since tracer particles are not suitable due to the application of a high voltage
field, measurements of the flow field are done using the Wollaston-Shearing-
Interferometry (WSI). Schlieren technique and Shadowgraphy is implement-
ed within FSL and can be an option for GeoFlow. Due to Experiment con-
straints, measurement techniques are used in reflection mode. The inner
sphere of the set-up is prepared to act as a mirror. Figure 3 shows a sketch of
the WSI set-up at BTU laboratory used for preparatory experimental works.

The WSI method principally detects refractive index gradients and is
therefore sensitive to density gradients caused by temperature differences in
the GeoFlow experiment. Optical path length variations results in interfer-
ence phenomena which are directly photographed by a CCD camera. Figure
4 shows WSI images from ground test sequences at industrial lab taken at dif-
ferent parameter points. Note the complicated interferogram structures at
large Taylor numbers.
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Fig. 4: Natural Convection (Vrms=0 kV). WSI images taken at constant Rayleigh number
Ra=4.31*106 and different Taylor numbers. From top left to down right: Ta=0, Ta=8.6*102,
Ta=1.3*105, Ta=5.4*105, Ta=1.1*107, Ta=1.3*107.

Fig. 5: Stability diagram calculated from numerical simulations (cf. (6)).
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Since the WSI delivers images of interference pattern, the goal of the WSI data
analysis is to get informations about the temperature field, that corresponds
to the flow field, and its time-dependent behaviour. This is part of the exper-
imental and numerical preparatory work within GeoFlow which is discussed
below.

Numerical simulations using a pseudospectral method by Hollerbach (13)
including linear stability analysis are performed in the experiment preparation
phase to design the experimental set-up, in particular the geometric parame-
ters of the gap, and to predict the experiment scenario. Figure 5 shows an
overview of numerical solutions of flow states which occur by varying Ra and
Ta, resp. The solid line is calculated by linear stability analysis, the dashed
line denotes the transition from time-dependent stable solutions to irregular
flows. In addition, regions of most stable mode m are shown.

Fig. 6: Temperature field visualized in hemispherical shells, scaled to 100%, calculated for
η=0.5, Pr=64.64, Ta=0 and different central Rayleigh number. From top left to down right: Ra-
central=2*103 (conductive state), Racentral=5*103, Racentral=8*103, Racentral=1*104, Racen-
tral=2*104 (all steady axisymmetric flow states), Racentral=5*104 (time dependent (irregular)).

A special focus in the 3D simulation is on the calculation of flow states in-
cluding flow field and temperature field at selected parameter points of the
defined experiment flow plan to support the experimental data analysis (cf.
fig. 6). Furthermore, construction of artifical interferograms from the calcu-
lated temperature fields is necessary for evaluation and interpretation of ex-
periment data (see below).
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3. Experiment Operation

The developed experiment flow plan based in part on numerical predictions
in other parts on experiences by the science teams. Since the high voltage will
be set-up to a constant value of 10 kV, free parameters are the temperature dif-
ference (Racentral) and the rotation rate (Ta). The expected experiment dura-
tion time of several weeks allows for a high resolution parameter scan.

To investigate the dependence of solutions on initial conditions, i.e. flow
patterns at given parameter values, some experiment sequences started e.g.
with a sudden temperature difference while others increase ∆T smoothly.
Main part of the first experiment run is the investigation of flow patterns at
rotation rate 0, i.e. varying only the temperature difference without rotation.
After this, superposition of rotation will be set-up.

Fig. 7: Numerical and experimental data anlysis. Verification of experimental data by analysis
and comparison with numerical data.

A quantitative analysis of experiment data will need the support of numerical
simulations. Figure 7 shows the way of data processing and evaluation and in-
terpretation, resp. The simulation of 3D temperature fields which are then
used for construction of artifical interferograms (forward modelling, left hand
side) allows for a comparison with experimental interferograms. On the other
hand, calculation of integrated 2D temperature fields based on experimental
interferogram data (inverse modelling, right hand side) allows for comparison
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with numerical calculated temperature fields. By using both data sets in a use-
ful manner, the observed flow pattern can be analysed in detail. Also the nu-
merical simulations can be verified with experimental data. In addition,
applying nonlinear methods on calculated 3D flow field data allows for a de-
tailed analysis of complex flows in particular.

The analysis procedures are realised by the scientific teams and the two
ways of data analysis are tested successfully, especially the inverse modelling
method is verified by using ground test data which are measured in scientific
test campaigns. Figure 8 shows an example for forward modelling. The calcu-
lated flow pattern is a steady state in case of natural convection, i.e. Vrms=0 kV.

Fig. 8: Forward Modelling. Parameters: Ra=8.09*106, Ta=0 (∆T=15.0 K, Ω=0 Hz, Vrms=0 kV).

Summary

We presented an overview of the status of experimental and numerical prepa-
ratory work and the way of data analysis within the GeoFlow project.

The experiment flow plan, that is developed with the support of linear sta-
bility analysis as well as on basis of 3D numerical simulations which confirm
the stability analysis, allows for high resolution parameter scan.

The experiment data will be analysed using mathematical tools and also
by comparing numerical simulations which are extended to calculation of ar-
tifical interferograms.

Recent NASA/ESA project status is to launch the Columbus Orbital Fa-
cility on 6th December 2007 with NASA Space Shuttle ‘Atlantis’. On board
this flight the GeoFlow experiment container will be brought to ISS too. After
comissioning of COF and the Fluid Science Laboratory (FSL) where Geo-
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Flow will take place the experiment can be started, that is scheduled to early
January 2008.

Outlook

While the first GeoFlow campaign will probably be done in the first months
of 2008, reflight campaigns are under discussion yet. Here, different possible
scenarios are in the loop as variation of experiment fluid’s viscosity, variation
of gap width and change of geometry, i.e. use of a cylindrical gap instead of
a spherical one. With this, technical applications could be explored.
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